Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is a major cause of sudden cardiac arrest, recurrent discharges in individuals with implantable defibrillators, and may contribute to cardiomyopathy. 1 Catheter ablation has evolved as an effective therapy for VT, 2 yet success rates are suboptimal 3,4 due to many factors. One of the major limitations in VT ablation is targeting critical areas, traditionally performed by detailed contact mapping or more recently by noninvasive methods, 5 which remains challenging in many cases and a major bottleneck for improving both the efficacy and efficiency of VT ablation procedures.
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In this issue of the Journal, Zhou et al. 6 report a novel ECG signal processing method to rapidly and noninvasively localize VT exit sites during a procedure. In patients undergoing epicardial (n = 4) or endocardial (n = 3) VT mapping, the authors applied a statistical technique (multiple linear regression, MLR) to 12-lead ECG during multisite pacing, compared with the simultaneous inverse solution from 120 body surface electrodes. MLR constructs regression equations specific for each patient, deriving ECG coefficients while pacing at 10-15 sites at mapped 3D coordinates. The inverse solution in this study uses complex equations that fuse 120 surface electrodes with anatomy from preprocedural CT. 7 Remarkably, the authors found that ECG-MLR produced smaller localization errors than the inverse solution for both epicardial (10.6 vs. 27.3 mm) and endocardial (7.7 vs. 17.1 mm) sites.
When applied to sites of successful VT ablation in 2 patients, MLR retained its superior localization accuracy. The authors conclude that this approach may facilitate rapid real-time localization of VT-exit sites during catheter ablation.
This study addresses several important aspects of VT mapping.
Among these are the ability of pace-mapping to accurately identify VT ablation sites, the relative accuracy of the 12-lead ECG versus 120 electrode body surface maps to localize ablation targets, and the utility of mapping using procedural data alone without the need for preprocedural imaging.
ACCURACY OF PACE-MAPPING FOR VT
MLR is based on the premise that pacing close to a VT exit site produces ECGs similar to clinical VT, i.e., that the activation sequence of cardiac tissue approximates VT more closely as the pacing site nears the VT exit. To do this, the authors create a linear regression model using paced ECGs as inputs, and ECG parameters in VT as reference.
This concept has strengths and limitations.
1.
Pace-mapping has adequate accuracy for focal VT but is less accurate in reentrant VT, in which ablation targets critical isthmuses rather than just exit sites. Pacing introduces retrograde capture and fusion that may alter ventricular activation. 8 Accordingly, a closely matched ECG may arise even if pacing some distance from critical sites, while pacing near true critical sites may generate an ECG that differs from VT. 9 
STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF SURFACE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS IN VT
This study again shows the strength of the ECG to provide meaningful information for detailed mapping and ablation in VT. 11 However, the optimal quantitative method for ECG analysis remains undefined. Historical studies used multiple body surface electrodes (up to 62) without structural data, which provided modest localization accuracy. 12 Electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI), codeveloped by an author of the present study, 7,13 fuses ECG with detailed torso anatomy from CT, and uses assumed tissue conductivities to noninvasively reconstruct epicardial (and potentially endocardial) electrical activity. 14 The application of this approach is wide, yet its accuracy of reconstruction is still being defined, and in a recent calibration study was ∼1-2 cm distant from sites of ventricular pacing. 15 ECGI has had notable successes, 5 but given the large number of ECGI approaches applied to different arrhythmias, 16 it would be useful to compare methods head-to-head to ensure that they are identifying similar mechanisms and locations.
WHAT STRUCTURAL INFORMATION SHOULD BE INTEGRATED TO GUIDE VT LOCALIZATION?
MRI or CT clearly identify ventricular infarct scar and fibrosis, 9 but this may not provide sufficient functional information to identify critical VT sites. Ideally, ECGI or reduced ECG-based approaches such as that presented by Zhou et al. 6 would identify not just potentially critical sites, but ranges of voltages, potential (and not just realized) isthmuses, scar areas, 17 and other functional measures of arrhythmic vulnerability. 18, 19 However, the optimal set of structural data needed to reconstruct cardiac electrical activation in this way is undefined. A major unresolved issue is to provide direct measures of conductivity and their potential rate dependence (restitution) of different tissues within the thorax, which should improve the inverse solution. On the other hand, recent work suggests that under certain algorithmic conditions these factors may be less critical than anticipated. 20 Accordingly, reduceddataset ECGI methods are under development that, with specific algorithms, may be applicable without structural data. 21 The relative accuracy and efficiency of such solutions remains to be determined relative to alternatives such as the current statistical ECG MLR method in clinical studies, and must be referenced to endpoints such as VT termination and long-term arrhythmia freedom by ablation, rather than by surrogates such as localizing sites of pacing.
OTHER APPLICATIONS OF NONINVASIVE ARRHYTHMIA LOCALIZATION
Noninvasive localization has been applied to channelopathies such as Brugada syndrome, 22 to guide cardiac resynchronization therapy to identify epicardial sites of latest activation, 23 and to identify localized rotational and focal circuits for VF 24 referenced to contact mapping. 25, 26 Noninvasive localization is also applied to guide ablation of atrial fibrillation 27 with similar issues of resolution and preprocedural imaging and may identify critical sites for AF 28 using approaches to ECGI including reduced electrode methods and without pre-procedural imaging. 21, 29 Such work continues to expand.
CONCLUSIONS
Zhou et al. 6 should be congratulated for providing proof-of-concept that critical targets for VT ablation may be identified rapidly from the 12-lead ECG by combining novel statistical analyses with multisite pacing, potentially with greater accuracy than the 120-lead inverse solution. Studies in larger populations are needed to confirm this approach, and more generally to establish the relative merits of noninvasive versus invasive mapping or when they should be combined, the optimal use of multisite pacing, and establish those features ideally extracted from structural imaging. With ongoing studies in these areas, arrhythmia mapping is likely to enable major changes in arrhythmia therapy in coming years.
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